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Even the name sent shivers up my spine. I have come across so many of them and have learnt many a tricks to
tackle them. This is how my initiation into the world of ghosts started. I was about 8 years old then and Gopu
around Gopu, even though average in studies, was an extremely intelligent and worldly-wise character. No
problem was big for him to handle. Our house was at one end of the street. There was an old dilapidated
bungalow, bang in the middle of the street, with a massive cotton tree, spreading its branches well across to
the other side. The voice would resemble that of someone well known to you â€” your father, brother, uncle,
why even mine. If you turn around, it would kill you with a single slap. Many, returning from night-shows,
have lost their lives this way. If you happen to come very early in the morning, especially after Amavasya or
Pournima nights, you could see few bodies lying outside the bungalow. I have many tricks. But, the BS should
not be mixed with cow dung. It should be that of a male animal only. There are other tricks as well, but they
call for precise application. It will run away. Also, I used to run as fast as I could, while crossing the building.
I was keen on going to the show; but at the same time the thought of crossing the building while returning late
scarred me. Luckily, enroute to the show, I met Gopu. Eventhough he was not from our school, he was
prepared to come provided I pay for his entry as well.. The film show was over by 9. It was a good 2 Km walk
back home. I asked him the reason. I would somehow hood-wink the ghost. But now that you are also with
me, I have to take precautions to save you as well. On our way back, there was a Kudirai laayam â€” a place
where horse-carts were stationed. In those days, horse carts were being used, like auto-ricks of today. There
were atleast 10 horse carts and as many horses in the shed. In addition, some bullock carts, common for
movement of goods, were also stationed in the shed for the night. There was a tub in a corner, in which the
excreta of both the horses as well as bullocks were dumped. Gopu went inside the shed and returned in a few
minutes with 2 packets, containing the excreta rolled in news paper. The content was stinking badly - much
worse than any excreta that I know of. I could guess why the ghosts were scared of that stuff. Nann
sollumbodhu use pannnaum. I nodded in agreement, amazed at his presence of mind. It was around 9. Very
few street lights were burning. Nearer we came to the bungalow, faster my heart pumped. When we were
getting closer to the building, the shadows of the cotton tree dancing on the street below sent shivers. Could
feel Gopu was also shaken a bit. We tried to run, but our legs would not cooperate. We heard the voice nearer
now- for the second time. I could hear it hitting something solid -"Thatch". I ran for my life, reached home and
bolted myself in. I felt myself responsible for his sad end, as it was me who invited him to the show with a
selfish motive. He clarified that it was not he, but the ghost who shouted in his voice, to confuse me and get
me back. Nee buddhisaalith thanama odi poitttey. I confided this in my mom. This was normal between
neighbours in those days. Avanai thedindu poyittu, ivar udambellam kalam saaniya poosindu vandhu
serndhaar. Inni kalambarey lendhu nooru thadavai avar shirt-i alasiyum andha karaiyum pogaley; naththamum
pogaley. My mom looked at me and smiled â€” an all knowing one.
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